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Background 

Wild Utah Project 

Utah’s natural resource managers and decision makers depend on reliable data in their             

work to keep wildlife and natural landscapes healthy. When this information is in short supply, it                

creates obstacles to finding and implementing the best conservation options available.  

“Wild Utah Project (WUP) addresses and prevents these types of roadblocks to effective             

conservation through providing sound science and data-driven strategies to facilitate          

conservation goals in the state. The information we provide is vital as are our services in the face                  

of climate change, development, and other human impacts threatening Utah’s sensitive           

ecosystems.  

We believe wildlife can be conserved when our science-based data informs           

collaborations with stakeholders and decision makers” (Wild Utah Project). 

 

Diversity and Inclusion Case 

Despite WUP’s immense efforts to conserve and protect Utah’s wildlife and vast            

landscapes, the organization often struggles to recruit volunteers from diverse backgrounds.           

WUP is looking to expand its reach when it comes to volunteers and find people that share its                  

ideals and beliefs to keep the ecosystems and environment healthy through science-based            

research and preservation projects.  

Students of the University of Utah have been tasked with finding ways to diversify the               

volunteer base of WUP. WUP plans to improve its efforts to actively work with BIPOC,               

LGBTQ+, and other diverse groups to learn how to support their access to these spaces. Through                

partnerships and relationships with Utah organizations, students will find the best ways and             

strategies to reach a variety of people to ensure the outdoors can be enjoyed and cared for by all.  

 

Our Solution 

The solution to WUP’s challenges will come from examining the best ways to find              

volunteers in Utah, creating partnerships with important businesses, and cultivating relationships           

with communities. In order to make a difference in the state’s wildlife and environmental              

preservation as a whole, it is remarkably important to make an impact within communities.              
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Therefore, throughout the following proposal, a large emphasis will be placed on the need for               

WUP to reach out to communities and resource centers. It is not enough for WUP to simply                 

advertise its message to the whole state, but the organization must make an effort to reach out to                  

those who may not have access to WUP’s message or marketing. 
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Pollinator Pursuit Project 

Overview 

The goal of our Pollinator Pursuit project is to increase Utah’s monarch butterfly, bumble              

bee, and other native pollinator populations. Each year, WUP engages a minimum of 50              

volunteers logging over 500 hours gathering data using a smartphone app specifically designed             

for this project. WUP’s objectives include collecting pollinator and habitat survey data across 25              

public and private land locations in Utah, submitting over 500 pollinator and habitat             

observations, surveying over 100 milkweed habitat locations, and sharing preliminary findings           

with state and federal wildlife and habitat managers at conservation planning meetings and             

community events.  

 

Our Solution 

To create a more diverse and inclusive volunteer base, the marketing for WUP’s             

Pollinator Pursuit project requires a diverse and inclusive stance. Our first target market of the               

Pollinator Pursuit project is members of the LGBTQ+ community with no specific            

socio-economic, racial or religious backgrounds or gender identities. Marketing through the           

means of tangible fliers in LGBTQ+ resource centers as well as utilizing social media marketing               

will create higher awareness of our volunteer program in both LGBTQ+ communities and other              

communities that come in contact with our marketing. Our second target market is Native and               

Indigenous communities of Utah. Repeating the process of marketing through tangible fliers and             

utilizing social media will bring in more volunteers from indigenous and native backgrounds. For              

both of these target markets, a very careful marketing approach must be taken. In order to have                 

WUP fully recognized by these communities, WUP needs to utilize subtle marketing tactics that              

avoid cultural appropriation, offensive designs, or tacky and overused marketing tactics. WUP            

needs to create an inclusive environment but not a tokenizing one in their marketing.  

Marketing 

 

Design Process 

With the use of subtle yet effective marketing in our online advertisements and             

physical fliers, we aim to furnish a diverse volunteer base through the aura of inclusivity. The                
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Pollinator Pursuit Project’s main focus is collecting pollinator and habitat data of species             

including butterflies and bees, so to create this aura of inclusivity, LGBTQ+ flags were              

integrated into the colorings of butterflies and bees in the advertisements for Pollinator Pursuit              

Project. This creates a subtle, inclusive ambiance within the         

advertisement, drawing members of the LGBTQ+ to look deeper into          

the project and volunteer program because of the representation they          

see. Using this theme creates a common tone of diversity and inclusion            

throughout the project, bringing in more diverse volunteers from         

LGBTQ+ backgrounds. The post to the left is another example of a            

marketing tactic available, it is more blatant but it is simple enough to             

have the rainbow be one of the few highlights of the advertisement. Either tactic has been proven                 

to be successful, as members of the LGBTQ+ community are more responsive to more subtle               

marketing than “in-your-face” marketing when they are a target market. 

This subtle yet effective marketing technique will be used for our second target             

market: indigenous populations of Utah. In order to maximize beneficial exposure of WUP,             

avoiding possibly harmful, overused or offensive tactics is a must. We will be using color               

gradients that match indigenous skin colors in order to         

promote inclusivity but not tokenization, landmarks that are        

familiar to Indigenous cultures of Utah, and respecting topics         

that may cause emotionally charged reactions. No teepees,        

headdresses, or traditional indigenous cultural landmarks will       

be found in this marketing tactic in order to avoid          

appropriation, offending and/or pandering to native      

populations. All mentioned before will either be avoided or         

utilized to create the foundation of the marketing approach         

designed to bring in more volunteers from indigenous        

backgrounds. As seen in the flier to the right, Indigenous          

groups will see representation without tokenization in the        

fliers.  

Social Media 
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In order to meet our goals for bringing in youth volunteers, marketing via social              

media is critical. According to Pew Research Center in 2019, 78% of young adults 18-24 used                

social media on a daily basis. Indigenous populations use social media at similar rates, but again,                

possibly a small fraction lower. LGBTQ+ youth often use social media and LGBTQ+ platforms              

and sites on social media forums to provide solace from a harsh unaccepting climate they               

experience in daily life. All of these situations point to using social media in order to market to                  

these groups and bring them into our volunteer ranks. Again, the focus of this marketing strategy                

is to avoid tokenizing marketing tactics at all costs, and reinforce the vision of an inclusive,                

diverse environment where LGBTQ+, Indigenous, and youth in general can flourish, serve their             

community, and gain experience with peers they feel comfortable around. A majority of youth in               

the United States use Snapchat, Instagram, and YouTube on a daily basis, so marketing through               

these three platforms will provide the highest returns of volunteers, especially diverse ones. Our              

plan is to run sponsored Instagram ads tailored to those who have positively interacted with               

LGBTQ+ spaces on Instagram before/regularly, follow LGBTQ+ pages and tags, or have similar             

characteristics in their page and activity that those who interact with these pages, forums, and               

tags do. We encourage WUP to utilize the pots and graphics we created in order to create the                  

aura of an inclusivity-fostering environment in their volunteer spaces. Marketing through           

YouTube and Instagram are very similar, and both are relatively inexpensive and efficient in              

terms of targeting demographics as niche as the demographics specified. LGBTQ+, Indigenous,            

and socioeconomically challenged youth will be able to interact with the advertisements and             

quickly be redirected to the volunteer page with sign-ups available to get more information and               

register to volunteer.  

 

Execution 

Instagram ads have 58x more interactions than ads on Facebook. The largest portion of              

users on Instagram is also precisely our target market; 16-24 year olds make up 36.7% of the                 

total users on Instagram. Because our targeting youth demographics are more likely to use              

Instagram than Facebook, it is an obvious route to market through Instagram first. Instagram              

advertising costs between $0.20 to $6.70 per ad, depending on the bidding model. For cost per                

click (CPC) marketing, advertisers pay $0.20 to $2 per click. For cost per impressions (CPM),               

advertisers pay $6.70 per 1000 impressions. If the advertisements we market on Instagram are              
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tailored to our demographics and put through the system correctly, we can spend less than a                

penny per impression and receive 1-10 clicks per 1000 impressions if placed into the Instagram               

algorithm correctly. Youtube marketing is similar; their advertising costs range from $0.10 to             

$0.30 per view or action, with a daily reported average budget of $10. Every click or engagement                 

with the ad will cost WUP $0.10 to $0.30, but YouTube Marketing can be more versatile. Within                 

YouTube Marketing, you can include surveys for market research, interactive ads, stationary            

advertisements, or video advertisements. But because of the versatility, price can be more             

variable than the previously stated $0.10 to $0.30. Our recommendation is to start with Instagram               

advertisements and basic SEO advertisements on Google and see how advertisements on those             

two platforms interact with the desired audience. WUP will undoubtedly see a spike in interest               

and volunteerism by using Instagram and YouTube ads to promote WUP volunteer programs to              

youth, especially Indigenous and LGBTQ+ youth.  

 

Wild Utah Certification Program 

The steps to receiving a Wild Utah Certification can be simple, which creates and more               

incentive for those with minimal time. Upon registration with WUP, volunteers are invited to              

enroll in the WUP Certification process. This process can be easy, and the volunteer simply               

indicates their areas of interest. Depending on available projects, volunteers can choose a focus              

area in which they would like to be certified. Examples of focus areas could be leadership, where                 

a volunteer has to demonstrate skills as a leader in volunteer environments, or wildlife expertise,               

when a volunteer has shown the depth of their understanding of Utah’s wilderness and wildlife.               

Once necessary requirements have been completed, volunteers are awarded a certificate for their             

focus area. The uses of this certification can be profound. First, it could be a motivation to                 

continue volunteerism with WUP, as members will know their efforts are seen and appreciated.              

Additionally, these certificates can be used for volunteers to distinguish themselves on resumes             

or in the workplace, an invaluable good for socioeconomically challenged individuals.           

Requirements for certifications are subject to change based on available projects, but the             

incentive for volunteers to receive certifications still exist and promote overall volunteerism.The            

Wild Utah Certification allows for volunteers to make an impact, while also receiving             

recognition for their work.  
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When it comes to volunteerism, there are systemic reasons as to why low-income groups              

are not as likely to dedicate their time for free. If given the option, low-income individuals will                 

take extra hours at a part-time job before they will volunteer for a social cause unless they are                  

incredibly passionate about it. If individuals of minority ethnic or racial status do happen to be                

low-income as well, there is an even lower chance they will participate in volunteerism. For this                

reason, providing an incentive to volunteers will boost volunteerism and enrollment in volunteer             

programs overall. Certificates with credentials provided by WUP to their volunteers for            

completion of a technology or field-work volunteer program will provide these groups and             

individuals with a resume booster and an overall incentive to become a volunteer.  

 

Outcomes 

The ideal outcome of WUP’s marketing strategy stated above is obviously to increase             

volunteerism and interest in volunteerism among LGBTQ+, Indigenous or socioeconomically          

marginalized groups, but another outcome that is sure to accompany this spike in volunteerism is               

overall awareness of the project. With this higher awareness, word of mouth will take over our                

marketing eventually and volunteers, public funding, and overall support for WUP will come             

flooding in. This begins the cycle of public awareness leading to higher funding, higher funding               

leading to bigger budgets, bigger budgets leading to new and improved marketing tactics, which              

altogether leads back to more volunteers and public support that begins the cycle again. Taking               

advantage of this cycle seen in business and marketing is crucial to providing WUP with more                

opportunities and avenues to continue pursuing our mission statement. 
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Wasatch Wildlife Watch Project 

Overview  

The Wasatch Wildlife Watch project (WWWP) provides a unique opportunity to protect            

wildlife throughout the entire Wasatch Front while helping to connect vital habitat throughout             

the Intermountain West. The project collects wildlife occupancy data on approximately 1,100            

square kilometers in the Central Wasatch. The program’s goal is to document habitat use,              

connectivity, and the location of corridors in order to facilitate development of wildlife over- and               

underpasses across major roadways. Next year, WUP plans to collect over 400,000 trail camera              

images, maintain 250 camera stations, and produce conservation data and story-telling maps.            

WUP will accomplish this by engaging more than 100 volunteers logging over 3,000 hours. 

 

Our Solution 

The technological aspect of this program has potential for great public relations,            

volunteers, and supporting the community the project is based in while gaining exposure for              

WUP. In this project, students will work to discover the connection between technology and              

nature by becoming technology and community scientists at the same time. For many students, it               

is not an option to travel for extracurriculars. This program is offered right after school. By                

building an after school program at some of the more marginalized and socioeconomically             

challenged middle and junior high schools in the area, students will have an opportunity to               

volunteer with WUP while stimulating their hands and minds in the world of STEM through               

none other than the cameras and digital mapping systems that the WWWP utilizes. By creating               

technology packs or “tech packs” that students learn about, create, and implement in the              

WWWP, students will have hands-on and meaningful afterschool programs while providing free            

volunteerism to WUP.  

 

Technology Packs 

The crucial parts of the WWWP project are the Wildlife Cameras, data analysis tools,              

software for trend-monitoring, and the mapping software. To create technology packs or “tech             

packs” for students, integrating all of these crucial parts of the project into a tech pack will bring                  

these students into the STEM space and reveal the connection between technology and nature.              
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The goal of the technology packs is to bring access to key technological equipment and tools to                 

students who may not have the resources to be involved with STEM themselves. The goals and                

objectives for the WWWP project should be common goals shared by students. By partnering              

with schools and using districts’ onsite equipment and software (computers, Excel, etc.), students             

can be well-immersed with all of the elements that encompass the WWWP. Additionally, WUP              

can easily create instruction manuals and guides that will allow community scientists to             

seamlessly and easily instruct and work through projects with students to fulfill the needs of               

WUP.  

 

After School Program Locations 

After analyzing school demographics, diversity scores, and general funding provided to           

schools, the schools that would benefit the most from our tech pack after school program within                

the WWWP are Eisenhower Junior High School, Mount Ogden Junior High School, Albert R.              

Lyman Middle School, and Joel P. Jensen Middle School. Eisenhower Junior High School in the               

Granite School district has a minority population distribution of 40.1% Hispanic students and             

5.5% Black students with a diversity score of 0.42. Mount Ogden Junior High School in the                

Ogden City District has a population of 45.7% Hispanic students with a diversity score of 0.57.                

Albert R. Lyman Middle School in the San Juan School District has an Indigeneous population               

of 45.7% with a diversity score of 0.59. Joel P. Jensen Middle School in the Jordan School                 

District has a minority population distribution of 32% Hispanic Students and 4% Pacific Islander              

with a diversity score of 0.56. Utah invests a little under $7,000 per student in public high                 

schools, and while that is already below the national average of $11,150, the school districts               

funding these Middle and Junior High Schools fund even below the Utah average per student.               

These school districts are in need of beneficial after school programs for not only the reasons of                 

underfunded education and high minority populations but also because students in these school             

districts tend to graduate high school at much lower rates than other school districts in Utah.                

These factors led to our decision that any of the above schools or districts would be a fantastic                  

choice to make an investment in but due to the high Indigenous population and low funding of                 

the district overall, we recommend Lyman Middle School in the San Juan School District to be                

the first endeavor of the Pollinator Pursuit after school program.  
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Execution 

Instagram ads have 58x more interactions than ads on Facebook. The largest portion of              

users on Instagram is also precisely our target market; 16-24 year olds make up 36.7% of the                 

total users on Instagram. Because our targeting youth demographics are more likely to use              

Instagram than Facebook, it is an obvious route to market through Instagram first. Instagram              

advertising costs between $0.20 to $6.70 per ad, depending on the bidding model. For cost per                

click (CPC) marketing, advertisers pay $0.20 to $2 per click. For cost per impressions (CPM),               

advertisers pay $6.70 per 1000 impressions. If the advertisements we market on Instagram are              

tailored to our demographics and put through the system correctly, we can spend less than a                

penny per impression and receive 1-10 clicks per 1000 impressions if placed into the Instagram               

algorithm correctly. Youtube marketing is similar; their advertising costs range from $0.10 to             

$0.30 per view or action, with a daily reported average budget of $10. Every click or engagement                 

with the ad will cost WUP $0.10 to $0.30, but YouTube Marketing can be more versatile. Within                 

YouTube Marketing, you can include surveys for market research, interactive ads, stationary            

advertisements, or video advertisements. But because of the versatility, price can be more             

variable than the previously stated $0.10 to $0.30. Our recommendation is to start with Instagram               

advertisements and basic SEO advertisements on Google and see how advertisements on those             

two platforms interact with the desired audience. WUP will undoubtedly see a spike in interest               

and volunteerism by using Instagram and YouTube ads to promote WUP volunteer programs to              

youth, especially Indigenous and LGBTQ+ youth.  

 

Wild Utah Young Conservationist Scholarship 

Scholarship opportunities for volunteers are a great option for an incentive, as            

low-income individuals may have endeavors heading for higher education but the lack of             

financial ability to pursue it until the end. Minority racial and ethnic groups similarly have lower                

enrollment rates in higher education and a scholarship could provide an extra boost financially or               

emotionally to pursue higher education.  

Participating in the WWWP program can lead to many opportunities, including becoming            

eligible for a scholarship. First, students join the Wasatch Wildlife Watch and begin working              

with community scientists. Community scientists can track the progress and involvement of            

student volunteers. Students participate in the WWWP and hopefully continue throughout their            
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Junior High or Middle School education, possibly becoming program leaders. The incentive of a              

scholarship increases the desire for students to continue to participate. All students who have              

participated in the program are eligible for the “WUP Young Conservationist Scholarship'' and             

may apply at any point in their academic careers. However, students who continue to participate               

are more highly considered for the scholarship, which motivates students to be active with              

STEM and think toward the future.  

Upon receival of the scholarship award, which may be offered every academic year, the              

award money can be placed into a bank account, which the student can gain access to once they                  

are attending an institute for higher education. Typically, scholarships ranging between           

$1,000-$2,500 can be quite motivating and helpful for socioeconomically challenged youth. The            

goal of this scholarship is to encourage students to make a difference in their communities and                

think toward their futures. 

 
Outcomes 

The ideal outcomes for building an after school STEM program for 6-9 graders contains              

five crucial objectives for students.  

1. Analyze and use data captured by cameras in the field 

2. Establish additional wildlife overpass/underpass structures 

3. Identify key habitats for conservation and restoration projects 

4. Monitor trends in multiple species 

5. Have FUN with scientists and STEM! 

These five goals are not only easily attainable by symbiotically beneficial for diverse yet poor               

schools and WUP. WUP will be able to utilize free volunteerism with no cost other than the tech                  

packs themselves as well as gain great PR for providing STEM programs to underfunded              

schools, and students at those underfunded schools will have the opportunity to participate in an               

exploratory yet deeply impactful program that has a high possibility to do three things: create a                

sense of care for the Utah wildlife they may not have recognized before, fuel the flames of                 

passion for conservation that already existed, and ignite a passion for STEM, data science, digital               

mapping, cameras, and/or software development that will build a bridge to a driven career or               

purpose later in life. It will also be a fantastic look for WUP to have students later in life say that                     

they found their passion through a WUP after school program. The overall goal of introducing               
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tech packs to an after school program in underfunded school districts is to make the world a                 

better place while teaching students to become young conservationists, and this goal is one that is                

easily attainable and beneficial in the long run for both parties involved.  
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Advertising Materials 

 

Pollinator Pursuit 

Flyers 
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Instagram Posts 
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Certification Flyers 
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Wasatch Wildlife Watch 

Student-captivating Flyers 
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Instagram Posts 
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Student Flyers 
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Updated Volunteer Site Proposal 

https://spark.adobe.com/page/wQQ9xmUSGfvZs/ 

After viewing the WUP website, there was no easy and direct way to a volunteer sign-up                

page. For this reason, we took the liberty of creating a mock-up volunteer sign up page for WUP                  

to use to integrate into their currently existing website. It is streamlined, easy to navigate, and a                 

better way to conglomerate volunteer sign-ups. The sign up page currently only consists of              

sign-ups for the two projects touched on in this proposal, but can be updated easily to include                 

more projects and sign-up pages. We recommend using one of many plug-ins for volunteer              

database management which we did not implement into the spark page above but that can be                

easily added onto an existing WordPress webpage or a majority of other web page creation               

clients. What exists on the spark site is only text and has no entry method, but again, is easily                   

switched to a volunteer database management plug-in when used on a website creator client.              

Below is a quick screen recording of the mock-up site, but the link above directs you to the site.  

 

https://spark.adobe.com/page/wQQ9xmUSGfvZs/

